Features of Bidet Seats
1.

ELECTRONIC
Pressure sensors under seat to
ensure safe operation

2. Heated seat settings for those
colder days

3. Thermostatically controlled water
temperature

4. Water flow volume control
5. Drier function – Warm air
circulation

Benefits of Bidet Seats
ELECTRONIC

1. Vastly improved convenience
and personal hygiene for our
demographic of client

2. Tremendous assistance for
3.

those with mobility constraints
Greatly improved independence
and increased dignity levels for
client/patient

Our Clients

6. Duration/time control for
7.
8.
9.
10.

washing and drying functions
Separate remote control for
convenient wall mount positioning
“Single button press” to activate
wash function followed by the
dry function
High weight capacity/sturdy
construction for bariatric use
where required
Ability to work in conjunction
with Throne arms and bidet
seat spacers/raisers

BIDET SEATS
(ELECTRONIC)

We supply and install “Electronic Bidet Seats”
We supply and install Coway and Hyundai units
predominantly

Covering Victoria Wide
Please phone one of our helpful
staff on 1300 657 016 and we can
arrange for a site visit, quotation
and installation where required.

Contact Information
1300 657 016
1300 657 024
pip@haleberry.com.au

PO Box 92 Watsonia VIC 308

REGISTERED BUILDING PRACTIONER: DB-U 25053
MASTER BUILDERS: 275039
Fully Insured.
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What we do:

as well as
We are Registered Building
Practitioners with Unlimited
Builders registration specialising
in and boasting 20 years’
experience in the home
modifications for the aged and
disabled.
As builders, we have all the
qualified trades on hand to
complete home modification
tasks
We have dealt with the following
organisations for many years.
These include: DVA, SWEP, Care
Package providers, TAC, NDIS
and of course self-funding
clients

Upon request, we will provide a
comprehensive check list &
training guide to those OT’s
outside Melbourne Metropolitan.
This is in order to ensure
accurate and substantial level of
information be furnished to us
to prevent errors or the need for
the OT to complete return visits

Why us?
As easy as supplying and fitting
a Bidet Seat appears to be, that
is certainly not the case and as
such, time and care needs to
be taken to ensure “all bases
are covered”. This is why such a
comprehensive check list is
required in order to save all
parties a tremendous amount
of time/money and frustration.
You only need to read internet
reviews on the bidet companies
that supply only to confirm this.
There are many traps for those
new to bidet seats and the new
regulations.

Cut down baths • Careport (portable bathroom solutions)• Platform Steps • Major Home Modifications • Grab Rails • Bannister Rails
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We will conduct site visits for
qualified buyers in Melbourne
Metropolitan Area to complete
what is a comprehensive home
audit & site measure directly
relating to the bidet seat supply
and installation.
This is for the purpose of
providing a firm quotation and
advising of a compatible bidet
to suit the client’s toilet suite.
After the visit has been
conducted and the information
gathered, we will provide a
comprehensive quotation
compliant with all the required
regulations.

